
“It’s easy to forget that teaching 
is holy work. 

We forget that building up the
intellect,

teaching our children to really think,
does not happen by the might of

human reason, 
but rather by the grace of God ...”
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― Sarah Mackenzie, Teaching from Rest

https://www.goodreads.com/work/quotes/41697437


"It shouldn't
matter how slowly

a child learns as
long as we are

encouraging them
not to stop."
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 Robert John Meehan



“We can get too easily 
bogged down in the academic part 

of homeschooling, a relatively
minor part of the whole, which is
to raise competent, caring, literate, 

happy people.”
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Diane Flynn Keith

https://www.goodreads.com/author/quotes/426592.Diane_Flynn_Keith


“Childhood is not a race to see how quickly
a child can read, write, and count. It is a
small window of time to learn and develop
at the pace that is right for each individual

child. Earlier does not equal better."
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– Magda Gerber

https://www.goodreads.com/author/quotes/426592.Diane_Flynn_Keith


“What if, 
instead of trying to make 
the most of our time, 
we worked harder
at savoring it?”
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Sarah Mackenzie,
Teaching from Rest

https://www.goodreads.com/work/quotes/41697437


While we try
 to teach our children 

all about life, 
our children teach us 
what life is all about.
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-Angela Schwindt

https://www.goodreads.com/author/quotes/426592.Diane_Flynn_Keith


Let children feed 
on the good, 
the excellent, 

the great. 
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– Susan Schaeffer Macaulay

https://www.goodreads.com/author/quotes/426592.Diane_Flynn_Keith
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“When the atmosphere

encourages learning,

 the learning is

          inevitable.”
- Elizabeth Foss, Real Learning

https://www.goodreads.com/author/quotes/426592.Diane_Flynn_Keith
https://www.goodreads.com/author/quotes/426592.Diane_Flynn_Keith


Education is not

the filling of a pail,

but the lighting 

of a fire. 
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William Butler Yeats

https://www.goodreads.com/author/quotes/426592.Diane_Flynn_Keith


Our job as parents is to prepare our

children to be ready for the service

to which God will call them. We

need to furnish the children's minds

and hearts with the true, the good

and the beautiful, so that they may

speak "in season and out of season"

of the faith they have been given.
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Laura Berquist

https://www.goodreads.com/author/quotes/426592.Diane_Flynn_Keith


The entire educational process must be carried out
with love, which is perceptible in every disciplinary

measure and which does not instill any fear. And
the most effective educational method is not the

word of instruction but the living example without
which all words remain useless.
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st. Teresa Benedicta of the Cross 



“An observant
child should be

put in the way of
things worth
observing.”
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 Charlotte Mason

https://www.inspiringquotes.us/quotes/OIAK_EfHrNlJB
https://www.goodreads.com/author/quotes/426592.Diane_Flynn_Keith
https://www.goodreads.com/author/quotes/426592.Diane_Flynn_Keith


Any book
which inspires us

to lead a better life
is a good book.
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Archbishop Fulton Sheen

https://www.goodreads.com/author/quotes/426592.Diane_Flynn_Keith


Children learn from
anything and everything

they see. They learn
wherever they are,
 not just in special 

learning places.
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John Holt

https://www.goodreads.com/author/quotes/426592.Diane_Flynn_Keith

